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THE DOE POSITION ON THE MRS FACILITY . ' 

· The position of the Department of Energy (DOE) on the facility for 
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) can be summarized as follows: · · 

~· . 

• The DOE supports: the development 'of .:an MRS facility as an inte-
; ·· gral part' of the waste-management' system because an MRS facility 

· would :allow the DOE to better meet·its strategic objectives of' 
timely disposal,ctimely and ild~quate waste 'acceptance, schedule 
confidence, and syste~ flexibility. · This facility ~ould re-

·ceive, store, and-stage shipments·of intact spent fuel to the 
repository and could be later expanded to perform additional 
functions that may be determined tn be beneficial or required 
as' the system design matures.. . . 

! • . 
.··' ' .. 

· · • Recognizing the difficulty of DOE-directed siting through 
··national or regional screening, the DOE prefers an MRS facility 
that is sited through the efforts of the·Nuclear Waste Negoti_:· 
ator, especially if the siting negotiations .lead to linkages that 
allow the advantages: of an MRS facility to be more fully 
realized •.. ' Even if such . revised link~ges are not achieved I . . . 

· : 'howev~r, the DOE' supports' the development of the MRS fad 1 (ty.:. 
... - . 

''The DOE's position on the need for·an MRS facility is.drawn from 
many analyses and evaluations performed in the last several years, · 
beginning with a preliminary assessment in 1985 of the need for, and the 
feasibility of, an MRS facility 1

; a study2 that examined the design ' · 
and operational inferfaces between 'the MRS facility and the :repository, · · 
including such factors as 'licensing, effects on repository development, · 
and the allocatiori'of functions between the MRS facility and the repos
itory; and a detailed need_;and-feasibility study in DOE's 1987 'proposal 
to the Congress to construct an MRS facility. 3 These analyses 'iridi- ' · 
cated that the inclusion of an MRS facility would lead to an improved
performance waste-management >system wi'th significant advantages over' 
a -system without an 'MRS facility. :Next came a study," performed in · 
response toicomments ·by the ·General Accounting Office 5 arid others, · 
thaf compared the improved-performance'·system against an optimized no- . 
MRS system in which additional spent-fuel storage would be provided ·at 
reactor sites. The DOE has performed several annual analyses of total
system life-cycle costs (see, for example, Ref. 6). And the DOE has 
recently completed a study of dry at-reactor storage 7 as well as a set 
of systems studies. 8

-
16 The systems studies analyzed a wide range of 

scenarios to examine systems with and without an MRS facility as well as 
MRS :facilities performing -a· 'variety' of functions.- In addition, the DOE 
has closel{followed spent:.;.fuel 'sto'rage developments in other countri.es, 
inCluding Canada, Germany; ·switz~rlarid, the United Kingdom,· and Sweaen. 
These'studies and analyses':h.a:~e 'encompassed almost all of the issues · · 
raised in th·e: headngs held. by the: MRS Review Commission and in other 
fort!ms. The only issues tba:t·werenot'explicitly addressed were the 
development of mul:tiple -MRS facilit'ies arid the siting. of the MRS facil-

. ' . . . ~ ~ . . ' 
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ity in Nevada, though expanded lag storage-at the repository site was 
examined in the environmental assessment included in the DOE's 1987 
proposal. 1 

The,DOE has also per~ormed q~alitative:evaluations tq examine.how 
including an MRS facility in the waste-management system would help to 
achieve permanent waste.isolation in a geologic repository consistent 
with the DOE '.s basic policy goals and program objectives. ~e policy 
goals include protecting the health and safety of the public, protecting 
the quality of .the environment, and allowing.full and open parti~ipation 
by the public. · The program objectives. given these policy goals, are 
(1) timely dispo~al, (2) timely,and adequate waste accep~~nce, (3) 
schedule confidence, and (4) system flexibility. These.goals will be 
discussed ;in more detail later.' · · · · 

' j 

Its evaluations have 'led the DOE to ~dentify the preferred MRS 
concept--namely, an integral MRS facility that is developed to provide 
spent-fuel acceptance from reactors, ·temporary storage, and staging for 
shipment to the repository arid can_be:later expanded to perform other 
functions if appropr,~ate. . ; 

• ' ~ ' ' ' L ' • ' 
'. 

The results of the DOE's evaluations indicate that the inclusion 
of such an MRS facility wo~ld provide significant-advantages to the 
Federal ·waste-:-management system, but .the addition of the MRS facility 
would increase the cost of the system. The OOE recognizes that storage 
at reactor s.~tes can _be safely continued and,,that ad4itional at-reactor 
storage will_ continue to be necessary until such:time, and for some time 
thereafter, as .·the, ·Federal Govertiment ls able ·to }?egin receiving spent 
fuel, with or.without; an MRS facility. However, an MRS facility,can 
provide direct and substantial benefits in 'demonstrating early Federal., . 
capability to successfully solve the waste-management problem through · ·· 
early and adeq~te waste acceptance, enhancing confidence in the devel
opment of_the waste-management system, and providing needed flexibility 
both in ope~atlons and ·timing. · · .r' · . 

The DoE, also. 'looks fo·r~ard with anticipation to h~aring the findings 
and reco~endations of the MRS Review Commiss,_~on •. The DO~ will.'_consid.er ' 
and take into account the MRS,Review Commission's findings and observa-. 
tions as the: :DOE. continues to refine the design and the implementation of 
the waste..:.ma~gement system. · ... _ · · · 

i ,, 

·' 

1. BACKGROUND. . r l-: - _., I . 

. Section. 141 of the Nuclear Waste. ~olicy Act o't- l982. (NWPA~Public 
Law 97-4~5)' directed. the DOE to comple_t~ .. a study of the rie'ed fo.t:, and the. 
feasibili,ty ,of, an, MRS facility and to submit. to the Congress a proposal,: 
for· t~e ~onstrtiction of one or more MRS ~aciUties. , Such a facility was 
to accommodate civilian spent fuel and high-level waste;. permit continu- . 
ous monitoring~: management,. and maintEmance. of these ~astes.; provide (or · 
the_ .ready retrievaL of. t~ese wastes· for further processing or, disposaJ; . 
and safely store such wastes as long as may be necessary. The NWPA spe-

. I I,. 

I I 
; . 
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cified that the disposal of high-level radioactive waste and spent fuel 
in a repository "should proceed-regardless of any construction" of an 
MRS facility. 

In the'spring of 1985,· the DOE completed a preliminary-need-and
feasibility analysis 1 and announced the preliminary conclusion that an 
MRS facility could serve as an integral component of the overall waste~ 
management system and could enhance the development and performance-of 
the system. On.March 31, 1987, the DOE submitted to the Congress a pro
posal to construct and operate ari MRS facility at Oak Ridge,·Tennessee. 3 

The construction of an MRS facility was proposed because the DOE believed 
that the MRS facility would provide a number of significant advantages in 
the development and the operation of the waste-managementisystem. The -
principal functions of this facility were to receive spent fuel from 
nuclear reactors; to prepare it for emplacement in a repository, includ
ing consolidation into more-compact arrays; and to serve as the central 
receiving station for the waste-management system.· In addition, the MRS 
facility was to provide temporary storage for a limited quantity of spent 
fuel •. The DOE's schedule called for this facility to start receiving 
spent fuel in 1998-that is, sryears before the start of waste acceptance 
at the first repository. To allay concerns t,hat the MRS facility could 
detract from the commitment to geologic dispo_sal, the DOE recommended that 
the Congress·(l) limit the storage capacity of the MRS .facility to 15,000 

-metric tons of heavy metal (MTHM) and (2).dir~ct that the'MRS facility 
caimot start receiving spent fuel until a construction authorization for 
the repository has been.received from the-Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). 

After the proposal was prepared, the General Accounting Office, 5 

the State of Tennessee, 17 and others raised a number of questions about 
the need for'an MRS facility~· In-particular, the GAO was concerned that 
the DOE had optimized the MRS system and compared it with.a less-than
optimal no-MRS system.· The GAO felt that the decisionmakers needed to 
see the ''best" no-MRS system compared against the MRS system. It also 
was' cone;erned about the completeness of the cost estimates: 'in the DOE's 
proposal. In responses the.DOE issued, in November 1987; a report~ that 
examined a no-MRS system optimized to include transportation improvements 
and other modifications as well as several options involving an MRS facil
ity~ This report' .knownas the "Additional Information-Report," concluded 
that no. realistic combination· of- technological modifications and of shift
ing waste-preparation functions from the DpE to the utilities would yield 
advantages equivalent to· those expected from the MRS facility or alter in 
a substantive way the MRS advantages. Many of the major advantages of the 
MRS facility can be obtained only by the construction and operation of a 
central facility in .. addition ·to· the repository~ :The study .concluded that 
no improvemerits:to a no-MRS option, in which 4ctivities are performed at 
separate reactor sites,•'can·provide comparable benefits. In its state-:· 
ment to the MRS Revi~w·conimission~ the'GAO stated that this study,had been 
"a very good effort-on DOE's part•'! 111 

• ".: .I 

On December 219 :1987, the:.Congress approved legislation amending 
the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. Known as the Nuclear Waste Policy 

.. , .. .,. ... --:···,· ~ ~ ~ I • I 
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Amendments Act of 1987 (the Amendments Act--Public Law 100-203, Sub
title A), this legislation was signed into law by President Reagan on 
December 22, 1987. The Amendments Act significantly altered. the environ
ment under which the DOE had proposed the MRS facility by selecting 'one 
site for detailed characterization as a candidate site, to determine its 
suitability for a repository, and changing the MRS provisions of the 
NWPA. It annuls and revokes the DOE's proposal to construct an MRS facil
ity at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, but it does authorize the DO! to site, con
struct, and operateanMRS.facility subject to certain conditions. The 
DOE has included such a facility in its baseline authorized system for 
planning purposes, recognizing that the MRS Review Commission is:to pro~ 
vide an independent assessment of the need for an MRS facility before·the 
DOE can start site surveys and evaluations. 

2. STATUTORY CONDITIONS ON THE MRS FACILitt 

The Amendments Act imposes the following set of conditions on the 
construction 1and operation of the MRS facility:· 

1. The DOE may begin a survey·and evaluation of potentially suitable 
sites only after the MRS Review Commission submits (in November 
1989) its report to the Congress on the need for an MRS facility, 
and,the preferred MRS site may be: selected only after a reposi-. 
tory site has been recommended to the President. 

2. Any license issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the 
MRS facility is to provide that--

a. The construction of the ~S facility cannot begin until .the·' 
NRC has issued a license for the construction of the 
repository. 

b •. The construction of, or waste acceptance at, the MRS facility 
must cease if the repository license is revoked or if the 
construction of the repository ceases. 

c. No more than lO,OOO,MTHM of waste can be stored at the MRS 
facility until the repository begins receiving waste. 

< 

d. The quantity of waste present at the MRS site at any one time 
may not exceed 15,000 MTHM. 

Condition 1 and the first licensing condition directly affect the sched
ule for the·MRS facility. If the MRS facility is constructed in a single 
phase to perform all the functions described in the DOE's· l987:proposal-
that is, spent-fuel receipt, consolidation, ~ackaging in preparation for 
emplacement in the repository, and temporary storage for up to 15,000, ' 
MTHM--and the construction authorization for the repository is'received in 
1998, as currently·expected, waste:acceptance at an MRS facility can start 
no earlier than 2003--a few months.before the.start of waste acceptance. at 
the repository. However, wi.th an MRS facility that can be developed in 

'· q ....... tO;f · ·1 ... ·1~····--..-.-~- .... ~~ 1'~ I t· .. ~-~ -·~ . 
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stages the DOE could start accepting waste years earlier, possibly as 
early as 2000 with the existing linkages and in 1998 or even earlier with 
alternative, less-limiting, linkages. 

The linkages established by the Amendments Act limit the benefits 
expected for the system from theMRS facility. Nonetheless, the DOE•con
tinues to believe that the preferred MRS facility can enhance the overall 
system and its performance even with the linkages. For example, even with 
the ·repository startup in the currently projected schedule, there will 
remain significant uncertainties in the waste-emplacement rate because of 
the first-of-a-kind nature of the repository, potential variability in 
underground conditions t and licensing uncertainties that may favor lower 
emplacement rates in the early years. The addition of significant amounts 
of Federal storage capacity of the kind provided by the MRS facility would. 
help achieve the program objectives of confidence in·the schedule"of the 
waste-management system and timely and adequate waste acceptance; it would 
also provide·utilities with a firmer basis for planning and a greater rate 
of waste acceptance than would be possible with only a repository. These 
advantages would be even more significant if the MRS facility started 
operations earlier, with somewhat higher limits on the quantities of waste 
that can be stored. 

Linkages to the repository schedule wer~ recommended in the DOE's 
proposal to the Congress, 3 to allay concerns that an MRS facility would 
diminish the resol~e to develop a geologic repository. To reinforce· this 
country's commitment to the repository program, the DOE proposed that the 
Congress link the start of MRS operations to the schedule of the reposi
tory, with no waste to be accepted at the MRS facility until a construc
tion authorization for the repository. is received. ThiS linkage allowed 
greater flexibility in system development than do the linkages-established 
by the Amendments Act. 

The DOE continues to believe that it· is useful to explore the impli
cations of the existing linkages and of possible alternatives that would 
allow the MRS advantages to be more fully realized. The alternatives 
might include different linkages to the repository and an increase in the 
amount of spent·fuel that can be stored at the MRS site. The DOE would 
support such revised conditions on the MRS facility if containedin a 
proposed agreement ·submitted by the Nuclear Waste Negotiator to the Con
gress for approval. !The DOE encourages the Review Commission Commission 
to examine alternati~e provisions that will ensure the commitment to geo
logic disposal while at the same time maximizing the value of the MRS 
facility to the waste-management system. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED INTEGRAL MRS FACILITY 

The concept preferred by .the DOE is an· integral MRS facility that is 
designed to.allow development in stages. "Integral" means a facility that 
is fully integrated into a waste-management system in which all elements 
and components are optimized as part of a single system. It is an in-line 

. ~ •. ' · ••· ·.-1·T . .,._..._ ..... ··: ·• ., •. , ... 
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' l 

facility that wip receive commercial spent fuel. l?rovide a limited amount 
of storage, provide staging for transportation .to 1:he repository, and per
form other functions if determined necessary or desirable by future anal-. 
yses. If the MRS facility is located in the easte:tn United States, then 
spent fuel from western reactors, which repres~nts: about 10 percent of 
the total, would most likely be shipped directf.y to the repository • 

. In the first stage, the MRS facility would have .a building for.re
ceiving and handling the. spent fuel. It would receive and inspect spent 
fuel, store it, and ship it to the-repository at a rate and schedule con
sistent with repository operations. The fuel would be received in trans
portation casks shipped by truck and rail,_unloaded;from the shipping 
cask, inspected I and loaded into storage modules •. Au shipments from the . 
MRS facility to the repository would be made exclusively by rail in dedi- . 
cated trains,· which would minimize. the number of:shipments to the repos
itory. During steady-state operation, when:the receipt rate is equal to 
the shipping rate, the MRS ~acUity would serve asa staging facility-for 
transportation: ·spent fuel received!in truck and rail casks would be·· 
transferred to large-capacity rail casks for shipment· .to the· repository ... 
by1dedicated:train. 

The DOE is also evaluating the possible use of dual-purpose trans
portable storage casks to allow spent-fuel acceptance at reactor sites 
even earlier~; Although such casks are not part of, the. baselined system,.~ 
the•DOE intends to continue examining· the pot~ntial benefits and costs· 
of using such casks as patt of the Federal waste-management system. 

A major packaging capability is optional and could be added at a 
later date. It would consist of any facilities~needed for:additional 
functions (e.g., rod. consolidation or packaging into disposal•ready·con
tainers) that may be determined to be beneficial or required as tbe.sys
tem design matures. This optional phase would provide flexibility to 
further·optimize~the waste-management system•· 

It should be noted that the preferred MRS·concept does. not comple
telyrcorrespond·to any of• the MRS-facility scena:rios evaluated in the : .. 
recent systems studies. 8 -~ 6 The systems studies'.did·evaluate a basic _ 
MRS facility, but their scenario did not provide:for- a decision-at a later 
date to add other functions; the systems studies also evaluated a phased:., 
MRS facility~ but they assumed.rapid phasing of specified·duration.- The -
results of the1systems studies, especially the ·cb~t estimates, are not 
directly: applicable to the preferred concept des·cribed above.: 

4. WASTE FORM 
~ '1 ' . 

The DOE's studies indicate that intact spent nuclear fuel as re
ceived from reactors should be the waste.form used as the:basis for the 
advanced conceptual designs for:the repository and the wastepackage.: The 
DOE will not presume at this point that the spent fuel will· be subjected 
to any operations like consolidation because there is no clear. incentive•:-

·•· ..... ~I ... ··" r--:·· ·~t .-. ..-..._.. __ ~-_,;·::· --~··· ... .,.. ... 
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for such operations. However, the desirability of such operations will 
be evaluated·· during the advanced· conceptual-design of the repository and 
the waste package. An evaluation 'of alternatives is needed (1) to fulfill.' 
the licensing·requirements of-10 CFR Part 60 on the evaluation of alter
natives to major design features:important to waste isolation and (2) to 
retain-the flexibility necessary to accommodate major·technical and eco
nomic uncertainties-(such as the'waste-package environment and its effect 
on waste-package design strategies for containment, controlled release, 
and the avoidance of nuclear criticality) that are expected to be resolved 
through the process of repository-site characterization. 

. -. 

The 'DOE's current position on consolidation in the Federal waste-
management system is directly related to·. the programmatic changes result- .. 
ing:from the Amendments Act and analyses performed since the 1987 pro
posal,3 which d{d=iriclude consolidation: ··consolidation was included in 
the functions:of the:MRS facility because it appeared to offer some advan
tages for repositories in basalt and salt and because consolidated spent 
fuel· had ibeen ''for' 'several years ·the assu.med reference waste form :for -all 
sites. However, the Congress has selected a single site--Yucca Motintain 
in Nevada--· for characterization as a candidate site for the repository, 
whereas in 1987 three sites in three different host rocks were being con
sidered. The selection of the Yucca Mountain site has allowed the DOE's 
studies 'to focus on• the :'economics of var'ious ··waste-package concepts for 
that site, and these studies have not identified sufficient ·advantages 
for consolidation to warrant i_ts use at present. ' , . 

··'· 

The DoE has concluded that spent-fuel preparation for disposB:l should 
be performed in the Federal waste-management system rather than at the 
individual reactor sites. The DOE is proceeding on the basis that most of 
the spent nuclear fuel received from the utilities will consist of intact 
fuel assemblies. The DOE will retain the capability to receive, package, 
and dispose of the consolidated fuel that will be received-from the .util
ities that have already performed or may perform consolidation as a means 
of'meeting 'their-storage requirements. · 

. . . '~ 

5. ASSESSMENT OF 'THE INTEGRAL ·MRS FACILITY ,,_ 
,. 1 

' '· :: f - ~ ~ • • • :. • f.:..;,;. 

The advantages and disadvantages of :t:he MRS facility have been as- • 
sessed qualitatively. This assessment compared an "optimum" no-MRS case 
with the preferred MRS concept. 

The optimum no-MRS case on' ·which· the comparison is based. is the case 
described :as' "no-MRS alternative·il" in the "Additional Information Re
port."4 It in-cludes the :use 'of reasonably achievable improvements in 
transportation~ 'such as the use :c)f higher-capacity 'truck· and rail shipment 
casks, and increased coordination between the DOE and the utilities with 
respect to the management of at-reactor storage. In this context, .the DoE 
would encourage the use of at-reactor-storage options that would be bene
ficial to the overall waste-management system; for·~xample, 'if canisters 
are used in"at-reactor storage, the 'DOE might prov~~e'specifications for 

· r . 1 ~, ·i . : - • · ~ . ; 1 · , : 
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canisters that would be compatible with the Federal waste-management sys- · 
tem •. The optimwn no-MRs·case involves no promotion of, or·requirement 
for•· spent-fuel preparation at _reactor sites ~beyond storage. The- "Addi-.: · 
tional Information Report" did evaluate alternatives that involved.promot-· 
ing or requiring spent-fuel preparatton and packaging at reactor sites. 
The-results showed_that these_alternatives provided none of _the substantial 
system-development benefits of the MRS facility, and yet their estimated 
costs were-comparable to, or higher than, the costs of. the system with an . 
MRS facility. 

In assessing the preferred integral MRS facility, it is useful to 
start by examining the relationship of .the system·wi,th.an MRS facility to 
the DOE's program objectives. These objectives .are ·as follows:-

.. . ... 
1. Timely disposal: to establish as soon as_ prac_ti_cable the ability·'! 

to dispose of waste_ in an NRC:-licensed- geologie ~eposi tory. • t 
. · .. ' .I 

2. Timely and adequate waste acceptance: t~ begin the operation of 
the integrated waste-management system as soon as practicable, 
leading to the acceptance of waste for disposal at a significant 
rate during the early years of system~operation • 

. . 
3. Schedule-confidence: to_ establish confidence in the schedule fo~· 

waste ac_ceptance and disposal., · . · - · 
. 

4. System flexibility: to ensure that the program has the flexibility 
necessary for adapting to future circumstances while .fulfilling 
i.ts commitments •. 

5.1 Overview of MRS advantages 
··' ' -

As· already mentioned, the DOE continues to believe that; an integrated 
MRS facility will have major benefits for both the development and opera
tion of the waste-management system, because it helps to achieve the DOE's 
program objectives. It is therefore useful to summarize the main advan
tages of an MRS facility. These advantages:will then be; discussed in 
detail, together with potential disadvantages and factors that do not dis
criminate between the MRS and no•MRS options •. 

Timely disposal I • 

.•. The development of the- repository could be facilitated by the 
institutional and regulatory- experience obtained in siting and .. 

. _licensing a large:-scale, waste-management facility. earlier .than . · 
••. :the1 repository--as might be. possible with a negotiatedc.MRS; site. 

• l .... c ~ ' : : • 
!" j. :. ·: .J 

Timely acceptance 
: I 

' ... :.; . 

• By reliance on proven technology, the_ MRS f~cllity p~ovides con~;,,; 
fideJtce in spent-fuel acceptance by; the waste-management system at 
the earliest' possible time--up to about 3 years earlier than the 

.. , I .• , .. -···•-.. r··r··t--· ..... _.,. -··------ .. , . 
' : I: ; • -8- .... . . . . 
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• 

repository under the conditions in the Amendments Act, which link 
MRS construction to the construction authorization for the repos
.itory, or up to about ·5 years earlier under the linkages proposed · 
by the DOE in 1987, 3 which tied MRS operation to the construction 
authorization for the repository. 

• The MRS facility avoids costs to ·utilities for additional storage 
both in and outside reactor pools •. A waste-management ·_system with 
an MRS facility opening in 2000, 3 years ahead of the repository, 
and receiving fuel at the rates identified in the Draft 1988 Mis
sion Plan Amendment, 19 would accept about 14,200 MTHM more than a 

. ·system without an MRS facility. 16
. The resulting ·savings by the 

. ', utilities would partially offset the costs of developing and oper
:- ·sting an MRS facility.,. 

• . By stopping the overall buildup of spent fuel in at-reactor storage 
both in and out of pools, the MRS facility reduces the likelihood 
that at-reactor storage could interfere with reactor operations, 
thus allowing the utilities to .focus on their primary objective--

.. the safe and reliable generation of electricity. 
', :; 

. • Early.and- adequate waste acceptance at an MRS facility would en
.; sure that ·the removal of spent fuel from reactors would ,not delay 

the planned decontamination and .decommissioning of reactors. 
. : ~- .. ' '·, 

Schedule confidence 

'' 

• A firm ~Federal commitment .. to proceed with an·.MR.s facility would 
-. enhance confidence that the Federal Government is using all avail
able means to ensure timely assumption of the Federal responsib- · 
ility to accept spent ,fuel for disposal. 

• Once. in operation, an MRS facilitywou1d enhance. confidence in the 
waste-management program by providing the earliest possible demon
stration of a~ key. aspect of waste management: the ability of the 
Federal Governrne~t to accept, transport, and handle spent fuel _at , ·· 
·high annual rates. i · • 

' I 

System flexibility ·· ! 
. -·· :. 

_--,-,:.. J 

~.·To the extent:allowed:by linkages t9 the repository, the MRS 
' . :facility would enhance the .capability of the waste~management 

• 
program to. adapt. to the. uncertain future. · 

4 ~ - _, 

To the extent: al.lowed by :linkages, the MRS facility would enhance · .· 
the flexibility of .the ·repository-development schedule by allow-
ing some adjustments in that schedule without adverse at-reactor 

·.impacts.·· :; · ·· ·· · : :, 
:I i I • 

• r .The ~S facilHy would. prov.ide flexibility with respect to later 
decisions about waste aging and the preferred location of waste
packaging functions • 

. i r· ·-t· .. .. , ~~ t· '""'- ... ~·-- -~ .. -r ... ~ _ .. 
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Some of these points will no\f be discussed: in[greater detail, compar
ing the relative advantages of systems with and without an•MRS facility. 
Some potential diSadvantages of the MRS facility arid factors .that·appear to 
be noridiscriminating will also be discus'sed· .. ,. , ! · 1 

·: l . 
I ~ i . 

. :• . ' 

:! . .. ' 
I 

5.2 Advantages .of the MRS facility 

5. 2.1 : Timely disposal :',' . 

' 
The central objective of the DOE's. p·rogram, ds embodied: in the Nuclear 

Waste Policy Act as amended, is the development• arid operation of a geologic 
repository for the permanent disposal for spent! ntic,tear fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste. Thus the potential effects bf ·any predisposal waste
management options on the achievement of that goal must be given careful 
consideration. " ... 

~ ·: ~· '. i . ' . J 

The MRS facility could have a benefici+l :effec't on the repository pro
gram by providing experience in regulatory ~nd ins'titutional areas. For 
example, neither the DOE nor the NRC has participated in a licensing proc
ess for a Federal' waste-management facility of. th~ size expected. Licens
ing an MR.s- facility signifi.cantly earlier than the' repository--as might be 
possible with a negotiated site--could provideval~ble experience in 
waste-facility licensing--experience that could make the licensing of the 
repository proceed more effectively. . . 

In the institutional area,· the· conclusion ofra negotiated agreement 
for an MRS site may encourage negotiations with a potential repository host 
State or Indian.Tribe and provide experience that ~ould benefit DOE inter
actions with States or Tribes in the ·repository program.· 

The experience benefits of the MRS facility proposed: in1987 3 de
pended on the ability to select anMRS site:weU·ah~ad of the repository 
site and to get on· with the design and licensing (and, if possible·,. con
struction). of a major part of the.waste-managem~nt ~ystem independent of 
the uncertainties about the repository. The selection of the Yucca· Moun
tain site for characterization and the linkages between the MRS facility 
and the repository substantially reduce these benefits if the MRS' facility 
is to be sited through a survey-and-evaluation process. However, many of 
the experience'bertefits couldnon!!theless be obtained if the MRS facility 
can be sited through· the Nuclear Waste Negot'iator•and a negotiated agree
ment is approved by the Congress. :Since the·AmEmdments Act·allows a nego
tiated site to be identified before the repository site is recommended, an 
early negotiated agreement could~ allow the d~sign and licensing of the MRS 
facility to proceed independent of progressrat Yucca·Mountain. 

:·n 

In addition, it is possible that a State or an Indian Tribe might 
negotiate an agreement that would allow the construction--and perhaps even 
the operation-~of_ the MRS facility to proceed at: a faster· pace than allowed 

' . II: .' 

... ~·- ~· ". 
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by the current linkages in'the Amendments Act. ~If~that occurred, and the 
Congress approved the agreement, more of·lhe early-experience benefits ex
pected in the original MRS proposal 3 coul be obtained. 

A no-MRS system cannot provide the ~8me experience benefits. Those 
benefits are largely dependent on siting and. licensing a large-scale cen
tralized Federal waste-management facility--the MRS facility--earlier than, 
and separately from, the geologic repository. The no-MRS option involves 
lower financial and institutional-costs in:the near term, since it does not 
require·siting and constructing alarge-scale facility in addition to the 
repository. On the other hand, it can be ~een as· an "all-the-eggs-in-one
basket": approach, in which every major challenge ;in waste management is 
faced for the ·fis:st time in- the effort to lic~nse'l construct, and operate 
the first repository. In the DOE's view, that poses greater risks to the 
success of the repository program than would the effort to develop an inte
gral MRS f~~ility. 

S.2.2· Timely and-adequate waste acceptance 

The preferred MRS facility could begin accepting spent fuel as early 
as 2000--up to about 3 years earlier than the repository--because it can 
be built in less time. Because the waste-acceptance rate at the reposi
tory is limited by underground construction,. higher waste-acceptance rates· 
can be achieved more rapidly and with greater confidence at the MRS facil- . 
ity. As a·resuit, the MRS facility would allow more waste to be accepted 
into the Federal waste-management 'system-in.the early years. For example, 
the MRS facility is expeeted to'accept 1200 MTHM during its first year of 
operation,· whereas the repository will accept only 400 MTHM in its first 
year. Because of the combined effects of earlier start-up and higher 
initial-acceptance rates, an MRS-facility starting in 2000 could replace 
about 14,200'MTHM of 'at-ieactor:storage even if the repository opens in 
2003 as planned. 16 The 'number of reactor sites requiring out-of-pool 
storage could be reduced from 53 to ·38 •. · · · 

Early Federal acceptance can reduce any potential problems resulting 
from the fact that, the longer Federal acceptanc.e is delayed, the more 
utilities nnist make decisions-about storage options that may involve doiqg 
something to· the spent fuel (e.g.', consolidating it or loading it .into 
canisters of some sort) :other than simply storing it as is. If any oper
ations .are performed on spent· fuel before key elements of the Federal sys~ 
tem (e•g., 'the waste package) are·well defined, they run the risk of being 
incompatible with the system design that is fina~ly developed, thereby 
leading·to increased costs. At the same time, it is difficult for the DOE 
to encourage or-discourage specific actions that utilities might take 
because· it is not :clear whether ·'such actions would cause problems later. 
Accelerating' waste ·acceptance-'with an MRS facility can reduce the potential 
for eompatibility'problems simply'by reducing the-number of :reactors that 
must· take some action beyond the simple storage of unconsolidated, unpack
aged fuel in reracked pools. ' · 

I' 
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·i ,· 
.These benefits are based on reference schedules 'that are difficult to 

project with confidence, and the benefits could increase or, less likely, 
decrease, depending on the future course of events. 

5.2.3 · Schedule confidence 
;i 

Deferring Federal waste acceptance until a repository is available and 
requiring that all additional spent-fuel stqrage be provided by the utili~ 
ties would not enhance. public confidenc-e in :~he Federal waste-management · 
program. It would not strengthen the Federal commitment to timely,accep
tance, and it would give no early evidence of the capability of the Federal 
program to perform any of .the important func~ions of waste, management. 

. . . r ·' 
There is little question that an MRS facility can be built and li- , 

censed. The early certainty that the Federal Government will build an MRS 
facility and begin taking title, accepting, and transporting spent fuel to 
a centralized facility should dramatically increase the confidence of the 
Congress, the public, the nuclear industry, and the utilities that this 
problem will be solved and solved in a pred~ctable and timely manner. 

5.2.4 System flexibility 

' • I 

Flexibility is the ability of a system;to perform its mission when 
decisions must be made in the face.of uncertainty or incomplete informa
tion. In complex and f~rst-of-a-kind projects, complete mission.deci
sions can seldom be made at one time; rather., "midcourse corrections" are 
usually required. Thus flexibility is also -the ability to redirect a 
project in, response to changing circumstances in an effective way while 
still achieving the objectives. The DOE believes that the inclusion of 
an integral MRS facility in the system enhances the likelihood that its 
objectives will be successfully achieved. 

Insurance against future uncertainties 

As the only authorized facility other.than the first repository that 
can be used for large-scale waste-management operations, the MRS facility 
could make.a substantial contribution to t9e reliability and. flexibility of 
the system. The MRS facility authorized by the Amendments Act would pro
vide· the only alternative facility at which the Federal Government could 
accept spent fuel from utilities. 

. . ' ' 
' ' ' ' , . ! • ; . I 

A Federalwaste~management system-that;includes a storage facility 
would provide a substantially greater capability to accommodate the cir
cumstanc~s1 of the future, whatever they might be. Without the MRS. facil
ity, the nation's ability to provide for th~ continuous orderly transfer 
of spent .fuel ~rom reactors will depend totally on the achievement of un
interrupted operation at a first-of-a-kind "geologic repository. 

·•· 
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Improved flexibility in the repository-development schedule 
i .. 

Section 143 Qf Amendments Act .directs the: MRS Review Commission to , 
make a recommendation ,to the Congress as to whether an MRS facility should 
be part of the Federal waste-management system "in order· to achieve the 
purposes of this Act, including ••• improving the flexibility of the reposi
tory development schedule." In a first-of-a~~ind technical and regulatory 
enterprise like the ,repository, flexibility in the' schedule may increase 
the likelihood of su~cess by allowing the ·program td adapt to the contin- ,. 
gencies that are almost certain to. arise·. Th~s conside~ation unist be bal
anced against concerns about the need to main~ain pressure on the reposi
tory program in order to ensure continued effort and the related-concerns 
that an MRS facility would undermine such pressure. 

An MRS f~cility could add flexibiU.ty by: insulating .rea~tors from the 
effects of slippages in .the schedule for repository development and oper
ation. The extent of such insulation would depend on the linkages between 
the MRS facility and the repository. Flexibility during site characteriza
tion can be accompli'shed only with an MRS faC:ility that can be constructed 
before the selection of the repository site. · 1hat would .require modifica-
tion or elimination of the linkages· in the Amendmen~s Act. . 

Increased flexibility may also be useful after characterization, dur
ing repository construction and op~ration. BecauSe of the complexity of 
underground construction, there is uncertainty about the time it will take 
to start repository operation and achieve the planned loading rate. The 
schedule for repository operation after the construction authorization is 
success oriented and could be extended by delays in construction, _licens
ing for operation, or scaleup. to the planned maximum 'loading rate. Since 
the Amendments Act linkages would allow the MRS facility to store up to· 
10,000 MTHM before the repo.sitory starts operation and an additional 5000 
MTHM thereafter~ it could allow a more gradual, stepwise approach to full
scale repository operation without imposing add~tional burdens on utili- · 
ties. The technology that will be used for storage at the MRS facility 
has already been demonstrated and is not subject to. the uncertainties . , 
associated with underground mining. Thu~ it is more likely to meet pro~. 
jected startup dates and waste-acceptance rates than the first-of-a-kind 
enterprise represented by .the rep-ository. ·Without 'the MRS facility, 
uncertainties about repository construction ~rid loading:will;be seen at 
the nuclear power plants, where additional s~orage would have.to be 
provided. ~ ~ 

The 15,000-MTHM limit on the MRS storage capacity forces a tradeoff 
between early acceptance and buffering during 'repository operation. As 
noted earlier, an MRS ,facility opening 3 years ahead of a repository 
would receive and store an additional 14,000 MTHM of spent fuel. Under 
the lS,OOO"':'MTHM limi't, that would leave only 1000 MTHM for, use as a 

1
buffer .. 

against slowdowns .in,repository.loading. An.MRS facility with a higher 
maxi~ storage;capacity would allow both e~rly acceptance and operational 
buffering. · · 



'I 
'j 

,, 
Maintenance of future options 

,, 

'· 
The pref~rred' int"egral MRS facility would be·: desigited to provide 

flexibility w'ith respect to future options for the allocation of waste
management" functions in the· system.· For·example. it would keep open the 
option of adding.packaging'func~ions later, once _uncertainties about the 
waste package have been sufficil:mtly resolved. 'Thus a decision to site' 
and construct such a facility ahead of • or in. parallel with. the reposi
tory keeps open the option of minimizing operations at the repository by 
locating some packaging functions at another site:.:·· With a substantially ·· · 
higher· limit on inaxi~ storage capacity. the MRsi;facility could also 
provide' the· option of· aging the spent fuel-before' emplacement in the '· 
repository without placing an additibnal burden on utilities--an option 
that has been chosen by several other. countries. This could probably not 
be efficiently done at reactor sites because of: t~e relatively high cost 
of maintaining: spent fuel at reactors afte~· their;!useful lifetime. 

. . I •'· • . • . . . ! . I. i J 

t 

5.2.5 · Promoting the development of an integrat-ed system 
. . . ~ ~ ... 

In general, the preferred MRS facility has the potential for helping 
the DoE achieve all four of' its objectives by promoting· the devetopment of 
the integrated waste-management system•· The DOE's 1987. proposal J: noted· ·. 
that the MRS facility would accelerate system development because it would 
allow. the DOE lo plan, design·~ and deploy major components of the waste- ·· 
management system in advance of the repository. The_ two-step approach to 
system development (i.e., Hrst 'the MRS facility and the transfer' of spent· · 
fuel from reactors· and second the repository} was seen~ as leading" to· a nilm:..: 
ber of advantages •. For eXAmple, with early a'pprovaf of the' MRS project, ... 
the development of the pre-waste:...emplacemen~- functions of the system could'. 
proceed. on' the basis of. more-complete and mc)re-certain information. A· 
single focal point ·for early: system development would be established·. In· . 
addition,' the parameters needed to 'develop the transportation system would 
be defined earlier because route-specific planning,- logistics planning, and 
equipment procurement for shipments from the'reactors·could begin· after the 
MRS proposal is approved~ Finally, the inclusion of the MRS facility would 
require the DOE. to 'focus attention on the overall Federal waste-management'· 
system, rather than.]ust the repository. · · 

.' I. : ·'· •. • I . 

Some of these benefits depend on selecti~g t~e MRS site significantly 
ahead of the repository site. The Amendments Act ~rohibits the selection 
of an MRS' site through a DOE-ciirected1 siting proce'~s until the repository 
site iS'· formally selected. :·Thert:!fore, it wciuid be ,difficult' for~ an· MRS '· 
facility sited in thatjmanner_to' provide~ the benefits o{a two-step system;.:. 
development process~: A site negotiated iri ~he near terms however, could · · 
have' such bener~ts,' 'since it would be possible' to proceed .witti' MRS :desi~ 1 

· 

and licensing independent of the repository schedh.le. .Once a license iS.: · · 
received for an MRS facility at a giveri sitj!', there is 'a' high level of · :~ 
certainty that the MRS facility can then be:built and operated--higher thah 
for a repository, because of the more complex criteria the latter facility 

. . I -.. ; · ·•·1·r-.. - ..... -···r.· r:= .,, 
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must meet. Thus an MRS· facility, once sited,· would offe·r .a more certain 
focal·point for early system development than the repository site. 

- .. i .t 

~ . ' -
;) : 

5. 3: Potential disa·dvantages :': 

5.3.1 Need for additional site 

-: '_ ~ ' ; 

Locating a site for an MRS facility is riot a trivial task. Under 
the best of circumstances ~t will require a substantial effort on the 
DOE 1 s part. The magnitude o·f that effort will depend on the process that . · 
must be used to select a site. The Amendments Act established two alter
native,~S siting processes: a DOE-directed siting· process that may not 
start until the MRS Review Commission makes its report and a siting 'process 
in which the Nticlear·Waste.Negotiator seeks a, State,or Indian Tribe willing 
to host such a facilityL· The costs and.impac

1
ts o~ ~S·siting:will depend. 

heavily on which path nfust· be followed. -to find a sire· · · · · 
I' 1. f·:: j 

It is:hard to predict with confidence just how difficult and con
tentious a DOE-directed siting process might be. Experience with the 
repository~siting ., program;. especially the siti~g. of the· second reposi;. 
tory inthe mid-1980s~ has shown that any screening of'sites regionally 
or nationally can meet determined resistance and'provoke public opposi
tion. Thus, a DOE-directed siting process could ,require some novel ap
proaches and dedicated efforts. On the other ha~d, the experience with 
the-selection of sites for the MRS proposal was mixed~ Many people in 
the community near the site at Oalc Ridge,· Tenne~s~e, concluded that with·' 
appropriate,mitigation·and compensation such a facility could provide:·a · 
net benefit, :but the State· concluded otherwise •.. 'Tht:(:State 1 s objection 
was not based on concerns about safety or env~ro~en~al impacts, 17 but 
rather on the judgment that the facility was not needed and concerns 
about potential adverse economic impacts to the area around the facility-
concerns that were not shared~by most members, of the local comrimnity. 
Since the Amendments Act greatly expanded the-provisions for mitigation, 
compensation, and benefits' for :hosting an MRS facility;, 1it may be easier 
in the future to find :a State ·and:-'a locality that would-'conclude- that,such 
a facility could provide :a ·net ·benefit.- " ·· · 

j: ... , j : ,,. 

• • J • ; - ~ • 

Even; in the .best of ;circumstances, however, i:t is ·-likely· that -:a DOE-
directed site-screening process would ·requi-re suhs:tantially greater · 
financial, manpower,· and institutionaljresources th4n the Negotiator•s 
efforts ~to :find a willing·host• In view of ·thiS consideration, 'and 'the·, 
potential for.earlier siting; ;greater·flexibility ofroperation, and other 
institutional :benefits available with fa negotiated site, :the DOE will 
strongly encourage the efforts :of· the· Nuclear' .Waste· Negotiator to identify 
a potential negotiated site for the MRS facility as quickly as possible. 

Incidentally, it is not at all clear that usi~g existing reactor sites 
for buffer storage instead :of-a. new MRS site will'.be1a path of substan
tially less 1resistance. A -1986 ·Ge'neral Accountfng Office survey20 of 

;'l: 
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utility executives indicated that· a signif~cant nUmber·· of them expected 
local opposition: to spent-fuel storage if:t:ihe.;repo.iitory schedule slipped 
beyond 1998. The report' concluded that "mqst. ;u~ilities (83 percent) 
anticipate that community reaction and NRC licensing are most likely to 
cause some problems if spent-fuel storage is provided on-site beyond 1998." 
Detailed responses. to the survey showed that 22 of the 47 respondents ex
pected major or very major problems with cormnunity or public reaction for 
storage beyond 1998. . ; 

! 
: 

' . t 
. '. 5.3.2 Requirement for a second licensing proceedfng 

.:. I . ' 
The MRS facility will be licensed sep~rately!from the repository, 

under 10 CFR·Part 72 •. This will require additional resources on the part 
of both·the DOE and the NRC. Whether this ·is a netJCOSt to the program · 
depends ·largely on:· whether the MRS licensing proceeding can be conducted. 
before the repository proceeding or must bei conducted· .in parallel. In 
the former case, achievable with an early negotiated site or with differ
ent linkages, the MRS licensing process·cad be·a net·plus to the'program 
by providing experience with.NRClicensing ·procedlJres that can benefit . 
the later. repository-licensing effort. . In the .lat~er case, with parallel .. 
licensing efforts,; the oppprtunity for learningd$ limited, !while ther: · 
likelihood that the MRS effort .would divert resources from the repository 
is increased. · ;' · , .·. ; · 

Regulatory advantages for the MRS facility. have alsoibeen identified 
by the NRC: in· its appearance before the MRS Revi:ew ·commission, the NRC 
indicated that at\ MRS facility would redtice the: regulatory burden asso
ciated with the review and licensing of at•reactor.storage expansions.· 

•- I ~ 

5.3.3 Possible negative impacts on the reP,os.f.torf p~o~r~ 
. ' \ . ..· ·-

As discussed above, the DOE believes that an MRS facility offers a 
potential for a positive contribution to progress in the repository pro~ 
gram. At the same time, perhaps the single strongest objection to any · .. 
Federal storage facility has be~n the concejrn that it would derail the 
repository program, by reducing the nationc:il l:mpetus for developing the 
repository .. or by diverting resources fronLthe repository. effort. Both 
the positive and negative impacts on the repository program of·each 
alternative, (including no-MRS options) need to be, considered explicitly. . J·. 
The DOE belieyes Lthat on balance the MRS fa.cility can provide a ·net 
positive benefit for ,the repository, although thejralue of that benefit 
would be greatest with an early negotiated 1site. · 

. I 
: l . . 

Reduced incentive for the repository 
! I . . 

A major and continuing objection to. tite, provision of any Federal . ) · 
storage has been that it would. reduce the!· incentive and determination to ; ~ 
get on with the difficult job of developing·a permanent repository. This 

·' 
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concern ~as addressed in the MRS proposal·by recommending a limit ~n cap
acity and·.·including. linkages, to the repository that J~?ere subsequently made 
even more stringent by the Aroendmen~s. Act.· ' 

. ~· . 
The nearest. current a~a~o_g to the situation t~t might exist with.- · < 

spent fue'l -stored at a Federal -MRS facility is the case of the trans
uranic waste now stor.ed ·at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory and . 
other Federal sites. Despite the fact that this waste is in temporary 
storage at Federal facilities, there is contipued pressure-from the Con
gress and the State of Idaho, and determinatinn·on the DOE's part, to keep 
moving on the-development of the Waste Isola~ion Pilot Plant (WIPP),_where 
the waste is destined for ,-permanent disposal1. The WIPP has been sited and 
constructed, and the start of waste-emplacement in a testing program is . 
expec~ed ~n less than. a year. 2 1 

. •. . • _ . _ 

. ~ -.' -" .. 
Some argue·that.keeping spent fuel at reactors will maintain pres

sure on the F;ederal,Government to get on with 'the_ repository program. 
Howe.ver, . if the_ no~MRS facili~y option is ad~pted as national policy and 
steps are.taken -to facilitate it (as .some.have suggested), and if expan
sions of at-reactor. storage~.are :not contesteif_,_ it is not ·clear why, the 
resul t.ing :ease of providing a~-reactor sto:t:,age wou~d not also lead to .SOJile 
relaxation in the ·pressures ,to continue with the r~pository. · Given -the . 
experience with' .the ,WIPP, the DO~ does not .believe that th_e no~MRS ~option 
enjoys any major ad~antage in te.pns of maint:aining:the Federal Gover.n- · 
ment 's de_ termination to develop a _permanent ;reposiJ:ory. 

Diver~ion of resources from the repository effort .. , · 

.An MRS facility with thei•linkages in the ,Amendments Act .and an early 
MRS facility wit~ diff~ren~)inkages differ sh;arply' in. thei.r potential, for . 
diverting resources from the repository program. An MRS .facility with, the 
Amendments Act. linkages ~has ;a much higher risk of dive-rting resources from 
the repository because it would belicensed and constructed a't essentially,· 
the ,saine :time. 1 And as.alr;ea.dy met1Jioned, sit~ng ari MRS facil:ity through . 
the survey-and-eyaluation process may impose_. a much great~r burden on ,the 
DOE than. siting .through the eff()rts of the ,Nuclear Wast~ Negotiator.-

It is worth noting that the rio.:..MRs cas'e places fewer managemen't · 
demands on the DOE by .placing _them instead:on the utilities who would bear 
the burden of. dealing .with- the Uncertainty about when and at wha-t rate 
their spent fuel could :,be ·a~cepted. aJ a· r~pository. . Thus· one- cost of 
avoiding any.'diversion . .Of. the DOE~s attention from the repository ·is some 
dive-rsion of utility ~nagernent 's aJttim.tio~ from its primary function of 
reli_ab~e generation of. _el~ctric.ity. ~, · t : ~ · · .. 

r· J 

: (. I, '. ! . 

5.3.4 Increases in the direct cost of the~ system 

The syste~s studies indicat'e tha't the total' life-cycle cost of the ' 
Fede_~al portion o_f a waste-manageUI~nt system with~ an integrat~d MRS facil
ity (with no packaging functions) starting in ·2000 and with• the repository 
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starting in 2003 is about $31.2 billion (assuming two repositories).t 6 

This is some $2.1 billion (7 percent) higher than the cost of the Federal 
system without an MRS facility. However, while the costs of the Federal': 

I system are higher with an MRS facility, the cQsts of at-reactor storage are 
lower. Thus the net incremental cost of the MRS facility to utility rate
payers is reduced to the extent that the MRS facility is able to avoid 
at-reactor storage costs. 

Out-of-pool dry'storage is estimated to cost from:$50,000 to $90,000 
per metric ton of heavy metal '(t-1THM); 7 the MRS systems studiest 6 used 
an average cost of·$77,000 per MTHM. With a repository in 2003, therefore, 
the MRS facility offse'ts some 5300 MTHM of at~i-eactor dry storage estimated · 
to cost about $400 million. · This reduces· the' ,net MRS increment to· the· 
total costs of waste management'(both to the =Federal government and the 
utilities) to about $1.7 billion. 

The more at-·reactor dry storage is replciced by MRS storage, the lower 
the calculated net cost of the MRS facility~· The reason is that the esti-· 
mated incremental cost of adding more storage' 'at· the MRS facility once· it 
has been construct.ed is about $26,000 per MTHM,· ·compared to the average 
cost of at-reactor storage of $77,000 per MTHM• This! implies that every 
additional metric ton of ·spent fuel stored· at the MRS facility that avoids· 
at-reactor dry storage reduces the net MRS c·ost. to the ratepayer by just 
over $50,000. In the scenario with the largest MRS storage considered 
(the case with an MRS facility without linkages or capacity limits that · 
starts in 2000 with a 10-year delay for the'repository), the net cost of 
the MRS facility drops to $f.3 billion. · · 

A system with an MRS facility operiing.in 2000 would be able to accept· 
waste earlier and, in the earlier years, at a: gr·eater rate than a system 
with only a repository. This means that a system with an MRS_ facility · •· 
would accept more spent fuel that would otherwise hav_e to be stored at 
reactor sites in pools or in dry-storage systems. 'The fact that the 'system 
with an MRS fa-cility would stop the net increase in at:-reactor spent-fuel-· 
pool inventories while the no-MRS system just accommodates the excess' ' 
beyond themaximum pool-storage capacity should'be'recognized when compar-
ing costs. , 

I' 

By examining cases· in which the same ~untof~ry storage is provided: 
with and without an MRS facility~ systems that have the same impact on pool 
storage can be compared.- For exanq,le, an. MRS facility with conditions~ ·: 
different from those in the Amendments Act' could accept' as' much as 44,200 
MTHM of spent fuel if the repository were delayed 10 years. About 24,500 
MTHM of the total replaces additions to at:..:reactor pool 1nve~tories. Since' 
the incremental cost of MRS storage is abo.ut $26,000 per MTHM, this amount 
of storage represents on the order of $600 million of the total net MRS 
cost of 1.3 billion. · 

. r ': 

The net cost to the ratepayers of a system that includes an MRS · .. 
facility may be reduced further: if extended spent-fuel storage at reactor 
sites can be:avoided after reactorsare shut.down. The'maintenance'of any 

'"-t 1 .• 
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spent fuel at a reactor site can.cost.$2 to $3_million per year. regardless 
of the quantity of fuel involved. Under current plans and contract pro
visions 1 spen~ fuel will stay. at· reactor sites': for up to 5 years after 
shutdown, since the contract pz:ovides only for the accep~ance of fuel. that 
is at least 5 years old. Depending on the acceptance schedule, how~ver 1 , 

spent fuel may remain at some reactor sites considerably longer, adding · 
substantially to the cost of at-reactor storage. An MRS facility opening 
in 2000 and with linkages' different than in the Amendments Act could ensure 
that no spent fuel stays at reactor sites more than 5 years after reactor 
shutdown and could .. avold significant additional' at-reactor storage ci;)sts' if 
the-repository were delayed. Such an approach results in the consideration 
of,alteroativ:e waste-acceptance strategies and schedules. , 

. . I . 
rBy,avoidiri.g ~o~e. amount of at.:..reactor stbrage, an MRS. facility also .. 

avoids the hidden' costs tha.t would be associated with providing that ~tor~ 
age at reactor sites. including those attributable to.reactor downtime 
caused by fuel-handling demands. the diversion;~£ management attention from 
rea~tor.' operat_ion, and a~yr_difficulties encountered in:.obtaining agproval 
for storage expansions. (As discussed above,: the· 1986.GAO survey 2 -of . 
utility executives· concluded that most utilities expect community reaction 
and licenslng problems for at-reactor storag~ past 1998.) Although very 
difficult to estimate rigorously, such costs will be borne by ratepayers of 
those utilities just as will the costs of the MRS facility.paid for through 
the Nucl_ear Waste Fund and should be taken into· account in· assessing the · 
total cost to-ratepayers of both the MRS and the no-MRS options • 

• .i "' ' • 
0 0 

L 'i o "
0 

In conclusion, 'a .note of caution about cost. The cost est:iniates for· 
all parts of the waste-management.system, .including the 'avoided .costs of· 
at-reactor storage, are:subject.to considerable ·uncertainty. Because the 
estimated incrementaLcost of adding-an MRS facility is the-difference. 
between two-very l.arge and uncertain numbers, it is subject to even greater. 
uncertainty •. Thus the significance of all estimates of incremental MRS . . 
costs mUst be kept in perspective~ · 

. r ·' • 

5.4 No~discriminating factors-

5.4.1 _Healthand_safety ' . 

., 
' 

P~ote~ting .~he he~h~ and safety of both the public and worke~s is a 
pritiiary .goal of. the waste :·program •.. However,! comparisons of. MRS and no~S 
systems in.terins of health and safety showti)at for both options the 

. ' . . ., . ·' . 
absolute l~vels of risk from systemwide was~e-management operat1ons are so 
low that they do not significantly discriminate between the options. 

t 
The radiation exposures received by the· pubiic from.an MRS facility-

including those from normal operations, pos~ulated accidents, and spent
fuel transportation to and from the. MRS facility-. will 1 by design, be below 
the regulatory:Umits'set-by the Nuclear.Regula~ory Commission in 10 CFR 
Part. 72 (0.025 rem annually. for.,the ,maximaU.y exposed individual -for normal. 
operations an4:5 rem for any'df?S~gt1..:basis accident). The population doses 
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are estimated to be less than 1 pe~cent of t~e• radiation dose received by 
the same population group from naturally OFCUrfing background:radiation~ .. 
In comparison with no-MRS systems, the occupational risk is slightly higher 
and the public risk is somewhat lower with:an MRS facility in the waste-· 
management system. 16 

_ • . _ . ; , • . · 
I . -

The extra shipment required with an int~grated MRS facility involves 
an extra handling step as well, which may 1ead 1to some increase in worker 
exposures. 'However; since the·extra handling. would be done in facilities 
expressly.des:i.gned for the large-scale receipt ~nd. handling of spent·fuel, 
the additional exposure can be kept to a minimum~ While the occupational 
risks increase slightly'Hecause of the extra handling step introduced with 
an MRS facility in the system, the population risks go down because of 
improvements in transportation. _In general, transportation risks will be 
the largest, and they will be _dominated by nonrad:i.ological fatalities from 
transport~tion acciderits. The l-argest sin~~e categ.ory of transportation 
risks is nonradiological fatalities in the.~ublic. ·In general, the ·risks 
from the transportation of spent fuel are v~ry ~ma'tl in absolute terms and . 
do not-discriminate between MRS and no-MRS options. -

5.4.2 Environmental impacts 

The MRS proposal 3 concluded that the construction, operation, and 
decommissioning of an MRS facility at any of the three recommended sites 
would entail slight environmental impacts' a,ll well below the applicable 
regulatory guidelines. Moreover, most of the-potential impacts can be 
mitigated. The estimated total~system risks' and-environmental costs do 
not differ significantly for systems with and without an MRS facility. 
The primary effect of adding an MRS 'facility would be to.redistribute some 
of these risks and enviroruitental costs among'facilities and transportation 
routes. In a system with an MRS facility, mast spent-fuel shipments would' 
converge at the MRS site rather than the repository site, but the overall 
transportation impacts would be reduced. With an MRS facility, facility
related impacts would be reduced somewhat at the repository, but some 
impacts can be expected in the MRS host State.: 

In its ·review of the MRS proposal, 22 the U.S. Environmental Protec-· ' 
tion Agency agreed that MRS impacts could be acceptably low: "We believe 
from our review of the proposal and our knowl,edge of the required technol
ogy for the· MRS that this action· can _be accomplished within acceptable ·: -
regulatory and environmental standards." · ,. 

, I 

; I 

5.4.3 Socioeconomic impacts _ 

• Like all industrial developments;. the MRS fa~ility ·can be expected to . · 
have some socioeconomic impacts, such as ~-additional jobs and demands on· 
public services. Recognizing that the preparation for, and accommodation 
of, a major radioactive-waste-management ·facility imposes a variety of · · ' 
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burdens on the host community and State,: th~. NWPA as amended makes exten-:
sive proviSions for impact compensation ~0:4 miiig,tion (or incentive pay
ments if a benefits agreement is signed).aPd payments equal to taxes for. 
a site selected through a DOE-directed sit£ng process; it also allows for 
an open-ended package of benefit's to.be wotked out through the Nucleat 
Waste Negotiator (subject to Congressional approval). In this way, the 
net social costs of the'. facility, if any •. c~an be transferred to the users 

. of electricity generated by nuclear rea;c;or's.. . 
. . . ' i .l .. 

The effects of waste-manage~t~ent ac'tiyi_ties on host. communities may 
depend to some extent on the degree of participat;on in decisionmaking 
about these activities. The no-MRS option differs from the MRS option in 
this regard. While both options provide :th~ oppor.tunity !for involvement 
in decisions on spent-fuel storage through the NRC licensing process, the 
MRS option provides inaddition the extensive.'measures for participation 
contained in the NWPA as amended. . 

While al1 of the provisions for.mitigation, compensation, incen
tives, and participation available for an MRS .host increas·e the calcul
ated cost of the MRS option relative to·the no-MRS option (which has no 
such provisions), it is not at all clear that the net societal costs of 
the MRS option are in fact higher. If access to a site can be negotiated 
and an agreement approved, that would b~ prima' facie evidence that the net 
socioeconomic impacts of the facility are· seen a·s positive by the local 
community and the State or Indian. Tribe. · · · 

5.4.4 Transportation impacts 
: !l< . . · .. · . . 

Including an integrated MRS facility in:lthe system requires most fuel 
assemblies (i .. e., all except those sqipped directly to the repository from 
western reactors) to be shipped twice. Shlppi'ng fuel first from reactors 
to the MRS facility and la~er from the MRS facility to.the repository in~ 
creases,the gross ton-miles of shipping, the .. amotint depending on the loca
tion of the MRS facility and .whether western fuel is shipped directly to· 
the repository. At the same time,, the foffi,S'.facility reduces both cask- .. 
miles (an,indicator of the_relative radi~log~cal.ri~k~ and shipment~iles 
(related to cost and nonradio1ogical risk), again depending on MRS.location 
and the treatment of western fuel; 16 The· greates;t ~eductions occur for 
an eas~ern MRS facility· with western fuel. shipp~d· directly to the·· reposi
tory: cask-miles are reduced .by jlh;~ under so:lp~rcen:t, while. shipment,- . 
miles are reduced by about 60 percen~. · .The most significant impact results 
from replacing the single~cask'shipments of l()w..:.capacity trucks with 
dedicated trains of much higher cask capacities. As·. would be expected, 
there is little, if any, improvement for a western MRS facility, since fuel 
woul~ ·have to shipped from reactors. inos't of ·the way to the repository in 
any case •. 

While the. actual risks hom spent-fuel transpor,~ation are small with 
or without\an MRS faci~ity, as mentioned earlier, an\eastern MRS facility 

~ 
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would still reduce _the impacts of trans~ortation on some affected coril- -~ _ ' 
muriities. Despite 'the low absolute dsk from spent-fuel ~ransportation,' -
affected States and communities must noneth~less be prepared· to deal with · 
possible accidents._ Emergency-preparednes~'plans must be·developed, State 
and local officials must be trained to respond to potential accidents in
volving radioactive material, shipments mustbe monitored, and~ when acci
dents occur,· officials must respond.! Combining spent fuel from eastern· 
reactors into fewer cross-country rail shlpments'across fewer -cross-country 
routes from.an eastern MRS facility to the repository would decrease both 
the number of affected States an~ 'communit.ies an4 the impact ·of shipping 
operations on them. 

Reg-ardless of the location 'of a potential ~s facility~ the DOE be
lieves that net transportation impacts do; not ;si~ificantly discrimi,nate 
between the MRS and no-MRS options. · This .conclusion is supported by _the 
State of Tennessee's detailed transpo11tat~on a:nalysis·of MRS and no-MRs· 
options. 23 This analysis concluded: that ~he r:adiological- risk of all 
alterruitfves studied is very small and that, "the 'clioice between alterna
tive nuclear waste disposal. 'systems' should not rest on transportation and. 
handling cost ot risk." '- '- ' · · -. · · 

' . ·~ ' . 
6. SUMMARY : r 

The MRS issue represents both a choic:e between two distinct approaches 
to managing spent fuel before emplace~ent ~n a repository (the system
operation aspect of the decision) and a choice between two' distinct paths 
toward the development.of the system for perma~ent disposal at an ·opera
tional. scale (the system-development aspect),. 

' • • • > ' ' I 

. . •. • ! . • I ' ,· . ' 

The DOE continues to believe that an integrated MRS facility can en-
hance ~he pet(ormance of the Fed~ral waste-~nage~ent sy~tem cluring _oper~ : 
ation •. A Federal waste-management system. with a. storage facility would . 
help ens'ure that the burden of uricertafnty about repository startup and 
operation would be borne _primarily by the' -F~deral system .rather than by 
the ut_ilities,, thus minimizing ~he impact~ of waste management on the. ' 
primary function of reactors--safe,, reliable·, and efficient generation of'. 
electricity. Withol.it_the MRS.facility, the nation's abil~ty to provide ' 
for 'the timely' transfer of spent fuel from reactprs. to the Federal waste-. 
manage_nient SY,Stem would depend 'on th,e aclt_tevemen~ of a SUCCeSS...;Oriented 
schedule for a first-of-a-kind geologic repository. The value of ·having 
'two fa:c,~litie,s z::ather 'tha:n on~ ,is la~gel': ~ndep~pdent of the 'precise .. - -
allocat1on of waste-management funct1ons.· · .r 

. ;. . -,, .. . , . . . , , . 'I ' 'j--

~ • ·· t . - t t. r ·. · 
The DOf:_also believes that an MRs·facility-~an play an importan:t role 

in a stepwis~ process for the development: of· the·! waste-management' system:· 
Analyses that simply .compare the_ operational characte.ristics of MRS· and 
no-MRS syste~~ tend tQ overlook, t~~ ~mpor,tanc~ o~ proceed~rig. with ~n_ MRS . 
facility as a strategic step toward a repository~. Whether:.or riot there is 
an MRS facility iri the waste.;.mcinagement!system, iliuch in the waY. of're~ I 

sources and a large amount of human ing~nuity will be dedicated during the 
next two decades to managing spent f?el before it is emplaced in a reposi
tory. If those efforts· \iete~rns:d~~b1''11tiljities ill .providing at-reactor· 
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storage at approximately .10 separate .reactor slt¢s, it would provide lit
tle learning experience that would he'!p the DOE ii:n meeting the technical, 
regulatory, and institutional challenges qf develpping and operating a 
Federal waste-management system capable of accepting, transporting, and 
handling large quantities of high~level waste and spent fuel at high annual 

. • 4 ., 

rates. If the efforts- were exerted by th~ DOE in'' developing and operating 
an MRS facility, much _of ~hat experience would dir.ectly increase the like
lihood of ·timely and reliab_le operation of, the Fe~eral waste-management 
system. ' · ,• 

' 
· Overall,_the integrated MRS facility, can provide a valuable. flexible 

coupling between waste-management activi~ies at reactors and the reposi
tory program that allows each to be devel,oped at the appropriate pace 
without impinging on the other. It proviaes a buffer between systems that 
have unlike needs and characteristics and that would function less effi
ciently if directly connected. During system development, the MRS facility 
allows the interface between the Federal system an~ _reactors to be defined 
independent of the uncertainties about the ~aste p~ckage to be used at the 
repository. During operation, the MRS faciii~y can allow an orderly trans
fer ·of spent fuel from reactor sites to thei FederaJ waste-management system 
that is independent (to the extent allowed by li~kages) of the ability to 
emplace fuel in the repository. While the waste-management system can be 
developed and operated without an integral MRS facility, with the reactors 
directly coupled to the repository, the DOE.believes that the flexibility 
added by the MRS facility-would substantially increase its ability to 
achieve the program objectives. · 

I . -~· . , . :! 
Thus, as the DOE has already stated on $everal- occasions, the deci

sion on whether or not an MRS facility shoul~ be :pvtsued rests more on the 
vision of how its program objectives can best be achieved, and this deci
sion is supported, but not driven, by consid~ration' of technical optim
ization and cost. While recognizing_the val~e of differing viewpoints, the 
associated costs, the reduced benefits 'resulting from the current links 
between the MRS facility and the repository,tand the difficulties of siting 
when the host is an unwilling partner, the DOE nonetheless believes that 
an integral MRS provides measurable, significant, and, in the final anal
ysis, worthwhile benefits. 

In sununary, it may be useful to restate 'the DOE's position on the 
MRS facility. The DOE supports the development of an MRS facility as an 
integral part of the waste-management system pecause an MRS facility would 
allow the DOE to better meet its strategic objective~ of timely disposal, 
timely and adequate waste acceptance, schedule confidence, and system 
flexibility. This facility would receive, store, and stage shipments of 
intact spent fuel to the repository and could be later expanded to perform 
additional functions that may be determined to be beqeficial or required 
as the system design matures. 

The DOE recognizes the problems associat~d with DOE-directed siting by 
the traditional method of national and regional screening. Hence, the DOE 
prefers an MRS facility that is sited at a volunteer site negotiated 
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through the efforts of the Nuclear Waste-Negoti~tor, especially if the 
siting negotiations lead to linkages' that allow'the advantages of an MRS · 
facility to be more fully realized • 

• i 

·; .·· .··The DOE believes th4t a system wi'th· an MRS facility subject to. the 
linkages in the'Amendments Act is'preferable to a system-without an MRS 
facility~ However, the·DOE prefers that• the current schedule: linkages 
between the MRS facility and the repoSitory and the st'atutory·limit on 
MRS storage capacity be 'revised to enhance confidence that the·development 
of the system is progressing and to allo\f other MRS advantages to be more 
fully realized •.•. The DOE would, support~ such reviSed conditions on the MRS 
facility if:contained~in a proposed·agreement submitted· by the Nuclear 
Waste Negotiator to the Congress for approval. Even· if such 1 revised 
linkages are not achieved, however,· the DO.E supports· the development of 
the MRS facility~ ' 
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